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Ireland's economic success over the past decade has
largely been driven by the performance of the

internationally-traded goods and services sectors, and in
particular by the growth of FDI. Recent growth has been
driven by the construction and consumption sectors. Yet,
according to an article published by The Irish Times, M&A
activity in Ireland fell in the second quarter, with Irish
companies involved in deals valued at 3.7bn, compared
with 4.2bn in the same period last year, prompting ACQ
to ask legal expert, Helen Whelan, for her assessment of
the intensity and scope of M&A activity in Ireland.

Prior to joining the firm in 2006, Helen Whelan had
worked in two medium-sized practices that focused on
providing services to commercial clients and spent a
number of years working in Brussels. 

Legislative changes originating in Europe including the
Financial Services Action Plan and the present review of
European company law impacts on every transaction in
Ireland and the UK, says Whelan, be they large or small.
“As a recent returnee from Brussels to Ireland, I am able
to bring a broad knowledge of the EU, its institutions
and legislation to transactions.” 

So how would you assess the current M&A landscape in
the Republic?

“At present the deal-making environment is positive
and confident despite the recent turmoil in the financial
markets and ECB rate rises. In responding to the
challenges of the slowdown in general market activity
and interest rate increases, Irish businesses have
realigned their transactions from sophisticated property

plays to clear underlying business prospects in the
target. Whilst tighter than previously, funding is still
available for specific transactions and does not differ
significantly from the response in both the UK and the
wider European market. 

“Activity in the Republic of Ireland is widespread but,
as always, the UK and Europe provide the best market
opportunities given the broadly similar structures
between Ireland and its European partners. Key markets
include the US, UK, Germany, Benelux and France -
probably in that order - whilst emerging markets are
Poland, Latvia and Lithuania.   

“More recently, the Irish Government's plan for co-
location of private hospitals with public hospitals
together with the fact that more than 50% of Irish
people hold private health insurance has focused
attention on investment in the health sector. At
O'Rourke Reid, we foresee a steady rise in health and
health-related insurance transactions.”

And looking ahead, what does the future hold?
“Infrastructure spending by central Government

should also see steady activity in the construction sector
despite the end of the housing boom and the general
commercial slowdown.

“That said, much will depend on the health of the US
economy, especially the financial and property sectors.
The same is true for the outlook in the UK - setbacks
here will have a rapid knock-on effect in Ireland because
of the open, internationally trading nature of the
economy.” ACQ
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Republic of
Ireland focus
Helen Whelan heads up the Corporate Law department at O'Rourke Reid in
Dublin, a leading provider of risk management and legal services in Ireland
and the UK. ACQ's Morag Dickson asked for her take on the deal-making
environment over the water.

“Activity in the Republic of Ireland is widespread but, as always, the UK

and Europe provide the best market opportunities given the broadly

similar structures between Ireland and its European partners.”

Helen  Whelan
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